gathered by the Employment and Training Administration of the Department of Labor, which became the basic raw materials for our review of YEDPA. We found this mass oi material both too much and too little. It was too much in the sense of presenting a serious challenge to the committee to design a strategy that would make it possible to assess so much material thoroughly and in the time available. It was too little in that such reports on individual programs were not likely to provide broad and comprehensive views of either the nature of youth employment problems or the nationwide operations of YEDPA. In this preface I attempt to indicate how we sought to solve these problems and, at the same time, tc outline for the reader the structure and rationale of the report.
As a fast step, the committee members and staff sought to review and summarize the research on the nature of the youth employment problem; some of the research had beer sponsored by YEDPA, but much of it was carried out independently, or under other spon-sorship, by scholars and research groups. The fruits of this work are represented in Chapter 2 This task was made considerably easier by the existence of several excellent overviews o: research in this field (which are referenced in Chapter 2). When entangled in a review of the details of YEDPA processes and programs, it is easy to lose sight of the very seriou; employment difficulties faced in 1978 by those youths whom YEDPA was designed to serve problems that youths in 1985 appear to face in roughly the same degree. For that reason the committee found the material in Chapter 2 both a very important background and a reminder äs we proceeded through the rest of our work, not to lose sight of the Situation of the population at risk. We hope readers will find that material useful in a similar fashion.
A second element in our strategy was to seek to deal with the more than 400 reports. Th< committee developed a set of criteria—Standards of evidence—according to which the report: were to be vetted. The Standards constituted the minimum required for a report to be judgec good social science evidence of the effects of a program on its participants. The staff, assistec by several outside consultants, screened all the reports according to the Standards and thei classified those meeting the Standards according to program type and target groups served (This screening process is described in Chapter 4.) This process resulted in a severe reductioi in the number of projects that were to be reviewed in depth: only 28 projects met ou Standards for in-depth committee review. This sharp reduction in the number and scope o projects that met even our minimal Standards of evidence greatly surprised us, and it must h discouraging for those who had hoped for more—in terms of sheer volume of results—fron the YEDPA knowledge development process.
The committee then turned to an in-depth review of those projects. This was accomplishei by dividing into four subcommittees, one for each of the four major categories of prograr types: occupational skills training, labor market preparation, temporary Jobs, and Job place ment. The subcommittees and staff thoroughly reviewed all the reports, and the committe then held a five-day working Conference to review and debate the subcommittee conclusion and begin drafting what eventually became Chapters 5 through 8. Those chapters contain ou review of what is known and not known about the effectiveness of youth employment an training programs, based primarily, though not exclusively, on the YEDPA experience. Th draft reports of the subcommittees were edited, amended, supplemented, and converted int the present report chapters primarily by staff rnember Charles Betsey. Important addition; work on assessing the sizable data base on YEDPA programs created by the Education; Testing Service was undertaken by staff member Charles Turner and appears äs Appendix P. Chapters 5 through 8 represent the bulk of the committee's work, and we have chosen t present that work in considerably greater detail than is the practice in more general reviewi We feit it was important to make it possible for readers to find the details of evidence upo which our conclusions and recommendations are based and to lay bare the unevenness i coverage and weaknesses of the material we used, äs well äs the strengths. We also faced, äs part of our Charge, the task of drawing lessons about the implementatio
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